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Abstract: This paper introduces a novel approach for mapping process description with Scan data to
Building Information Modeling (BIM) in a 3D Geographic Information System (GIS). The methodol-
ogy focuses on automatically generating building mass and facade information on the GIS platform
using Point Cloud Data (PCD) of Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS). Advanced scanning techniques
capture detailed geometry from the physical site and generate high-resolution point clouds, which
are processed to create 3D models for GIS integration. The critical contribution of this research lies
in a scalable Scan to BIM mapping process, which can be used for generating building footprints
and masses, including attributes, on 3D GIS. The resulting integrated BIM–GIS dataset provides an
accurate building mass, facade information, facility asset management, and architectural design and
facilitates improved decision-making in urban planning based on enhanced visualization, analysis,
and simulation. This study suggests a flexible Scan to BIM mapping process description based on
use cases, including algorisms. Through prototype development, a case study demonstrates the
effectiveness of the process approach, the automatic generation of BIM on a 3D GIS platform, and
reducing the manual efforts. The proposed method automatically creates DEM, SHP, GeoJSON,
IFC, and coordinate system information from scan data and can effectively map building objects in
3D GIS.
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1. Introduction

Integrating BIM and GIS has emerged as a promising approach for enhancing decision-
making, collaboration, urban scale simulation in architecture, engineering, and construction
(AEC). BIM provides a comprehensive digital representation of buildings, while GIS offers
powerful geospatial analysis capabilities. Combining these two technologies holds great
potential for improving urban planning, asset management, and digital twin-based simula-
tion as the viewpoint of digital transformation [1]. For example, if there are BIM models
generated in GIS, urban environment simulations can be easily performed.

However, capturing the digital data of existing building assets and converting them
from BIM to GIS is one of the main challenges in the Scan to BIM mapping process for
BIM–GIS integration. Building masses, including attributes, are critical components that
must be accurately represented in BIM and GIS datasets. The conversion process of this
dataset should be scalable and adjustable according to user requirements and processed
based on the GIS coordinate system. PCD processing between these systems in Scan to BIM
mapping is time-consuming and error-prone, because it is based on manual processes that
are not fully integrated [2], often leading to discrepancies and data inconsistencies. Since
it is difficult to reuse the algorithm parameter values used in the manually incompletely
integrated Scan to BIM mapping process, these problems are repeated in similar projects.

This paper proposes a flexible Scan to BIM mapping description (SBMD) approach in
3D GIS. This study utilizes ALS technology to capture detailed geometric information from
the physical site. The captured PCD is then processed to create highly accurate 3D models
that are the basis for integration with GIS.
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The main focus of the proposed methodology is a reusable process for the automatic
generation of building mass information from ALS datasets by using SBMD. Using a
method that allows users to predefine the parameters of an algorithm and reuse it makes
the integration between BIM and GIS more efficient and reliable than manual work. The
methodology includes extracting the building footprint algorithm, root height, and mass
from the PCD obtained in SBMD for 3D GIS.

In conclusion, this paper presents an approach for a flexible Scan to BIM mapping de-
scription method in 3D GIS. Automatically generating a building mass, including attributes,
in a GIS platform offers significant efficiency, accuracy, and decision-making advantages.

To clarify the research scope, this study analyzes the existing manual-based Scan
to BIM mapping process and derives use cases that SBMD can support. The required
algorithm models are studied to implement use cases, and the SBMD framework structure
is designed to operate within a flexible mapping process. Afterward, the proposed method
is implemented as a prototype, and the efficiency compared to manual work is analyzed to
review the effect.

2. Research Methods

The research methodology for developing the SBMD in a 3D GIS environment is
as follows.

1. Conduct a literature search for relevant keywords. The literature review will look at
the algorithms used and identify the critical components of the Scan to BIM automa-
tion process.

2. To clarify the research scope, use cases of BIM object generation necessary for urban
planning or building management are investigated with ALS data, such as drones.

3. Design the Scan to BIM mapping process framework and algorithm model in the 3D
GIS environment based on the first and second results.

4. Based on the 3rd result, develop a prototype and analyze the performance. Compared
to manual work, the accuracy and productivity of the proposed method were investi-
gated. The performance analysis identifies what needs to be improved and derives
considerations for future performance improvements.

Figure 1 shows the research flow of this study.
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Figure 1. Research method.

3. Related Works

A literature survey was conducted with the following keywords to survey related
processes and algorithms.
“Scan”, “ALS”, “Building”, “Footprint”, “BIM”, “GIS”, “Generation”, “Process”, and
“Description”.

Research on the parametric-based urban information modeling method has been
conducted for earthquake disaster risk assessments. This study proposes a parametric
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methodology that supports urban information modeling through finite element analysis [3].
This study created a parametric city model using a geographic data database to create a city
information model expressed in SHP (Shapefile format). This study focuses on processing
parametric information using the Rhino Tool’s Grasshopper add-in.

A study proposed a method of generating a 2D model by automatically filtering the
point cloud of a building acquired using ALS technology [4]. This study established the
criteria for extracting the roof of a building based on the z-axis to create a 2D model of a
building. Through this, a method of automatically generating a 2D model by extracting the
exterior boundary and roof area of a building was proposed.

There was a study on automatically extracting objects required for digital topographic
map creation from point clouds obtained through ALS [2]. This study presented the topics
of building outline denoising, edge vectorization, segmentation, and artificial intelligence-
based building object extraction for the automatic generation of conventional 2D digital
maps. This study mentions the discontinuity, incompleteness, and ambiguity of the point
cloud. As one of the ways to improve them, the application of a deep learning model based
on a Dynamic Graph Convolutional Neural Network (DGCNN) is proposed.

In this study, a feature extraction module such as DGCNN for segmentation was used.
This module mainly encodes the features of point cloud data to compute the meaning of
the points. For reference, it is challenging to classify walls and windows only with point
features in scan scene data. Therefore, deep learning models such as DGCNN encode center
point and neighbor point color information in feature extractions [5].

The process of mapping building objects from ALS data presents several challenges.
Among them, the method of extracting individual buildings is one factor that significantly
influences the quality of the result. Research was conducted to increase instance creation
accuracy through a matching process between scan data and polygons [6]. This study
proposed a method to generate similar building instance footprints by extracting building
roofs and assembling predefined building segments.

A method of generating scan data as voxels was studied to obtain the geometric shape
information required for building energy performance simulation [7]. This study used
a point-projected grid system and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to extract the
wall elements necessary for an energy performance analysis. Openings such as doors
were created by calculating empty grid areas under certain dimensional conditions. Plane
intersection calculations fill edge gaps between walls. This study implemented and tested
a shape generation technique for a single building.

There was a study on CityGML LoD (Level of Detail) 3 modeling for smart city
information model creation [8]. The data source used for modeling was an aerial Digital
Terrain Model (DTM) image. In this study, a process using Sketchup, a commercial tool for
modeling, was proposed.

There was a study on extracting building footprints considering outliers and missing
points in the ALS dataset [9]. This study used a Maximum Consistency within Minimum
Distance (MCMD) and Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) model to obtain the building
space. A method for extracting the roof of a building from ALS data has been studied [10].
In this study, after extracting PCD seed points for the roof, a segmentation step is performed
to compare the curvatures between the points to grow the roof point cloud region.

There has been a study on building model extraction using ALS data [11]. A Leica
CityMapper was used for data collection. This study proposed a method for creating a
building shape by extracting the roof contour using the CloudCompare tool and generating
a poly surface model using Rhino.

To utilize IFC (Industry Foundation Classes) when creating a GIS information model,
there has been a study on the geographic coordinate reference method and calculations [12].
This study describes a technique for mapping the local coordinate system of IFC elements
to the GIS coordinate system.

There was a study on constructing a 3D city model from satellite images [13]. This
study proposed extracting building segments using the SSD (Single Shot Detector) deep
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learning model implemented in the ESRI ArcGIS Pro tool and extracting the building height
using the DSM (Digital Surface Model).

A study analyzed the CityJSON model’s structure to review the 3D spatial data
model [14]. In this study, the data structure and exchange method of CityJSON were
examined, and the feasibility of the application was evaluated. There was a study on
effectively creating BIM information in GIS [15]. This study presented a method for
automatically generating building LoD using IFC files.

There was a study on analyzing building renovation projects using the Ready2BIM
tool [16]. This tool supports the BIM modeling process using 3D scan data. Ready2BIM
was developed with support from EUREKA and enables web-based IFC and point cloud
data viewing.

A study proposed a building area classification method for LiDAR point clouds [17].
In this study, the problem of estimating the building area was pointed out, which often
includes unrelated objects other than the roof, causing errors in height estimations. In this
study, the buildings were classified using the Random Forest (RF) classifier algorithm, and
the difference between height and actual height was confirmed through sample data from
one building.

There was a study on data acquisition for urban building energy modeling [18].
This study presented a methodology for acquiring and modeling the dataset required for
building energy modeling.

There was a study on extracting dense urban buildings from LiDAR point clouds [19].
This study proposed a methodology to acquire the building area after creating a Digital
Surface Model (DSM) from aerial photographs and LiDAR point clouds.

One study presented a modeling methodology for historical buildings [20]. This study
investigated the challenges of modeling historic buildings in Malaysia and proposed a
method for modeling from scanned point cloud data using ESRI software.

There was a study on the methodology to connect a 3D point cloud and CityGML
model [21]. This study proposed a method for generating point clouds from CityGML
shapes for digital twin model development. Point cloud data can be used in various fields.
A study investigated the automation method for BIM–GIS integration [22]. This study
identified the technique required for BIM–GIS integrated automation from 3D scan point
cloud data to modeling.

One study proposed a modeling method that can lighten scanned point cloud data for
path estimations of an unmanned aerial vehicle such as a drone [23]. This study suggested
a method for extracting a bounding box from point cloud data and presented the data
compression rate through it.

A study proposed a method for generating a 3D tree model from a LiDAR point
cloud [24]. In this study, the roof part was filtered from the point cloud, and the tree area
was extracted using the DSM generated from the rest of the point cloud.

A study proposed Scan to BIM technology for digital data management and expres-
sion [25]. This study presented the use of Rhino and ArcScene software for Scan to BIM.
One study proposed a method of extracting ground from a 3D point cloud [26]. In this
study, a ground extraction method using ArcGIS was proposed.

There was a review study on integrating GIS and BIM required for developing a
digital twin model for smart city design [27]. This study classified urban structures such as
buildings to develop a digital twin model and investigated and analyzed technologies that
connect information. There was a study on BIM–GIS data integration to implement a smart
city information model [28]. This study proposed the necessary steps to map IFC to GIS.

The research topics investigated focus on generating geometries from scan data, and
they are classified as follows.

1. Develop the mapping process using existing commercial tools such as ESRI.
2. PCD processing algorithms such as point feature calculation and denoising.
3. Development of a segmentation algorithm for PCD classification, such as ground

surface and building.
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4. Development of a Vectorization Algorithm for Building Footprint Extraction in Poly-
gon Format such as SHP.

5. Development of a building height extraction algorithm.
6. A geometry generation algorithm as a 3D object format.

As a result of the investigation, it was identified that the algorithm model that creates
geometric objects from scan data varies depending on the characteristics of the scan data and
user requirements. For example, extracting the building footprint obtains various results,
depending on whether input scan data and algorithm model parameters are used. Since
user requirements determine the output quality, the Scan to BIM mapping process without
the defined use case inevitably produces undesirable results. The backgrounds and needs
of the investigated studies range from the purpose of GIS analysis to the implementation of
digital twin models.

Most studies are limited to mapping scan data to GIS without generating BIM objects
with fixed models and parameters. The scope of this study proposes a customizable SBMD
method with a process and structure that performs Scan to BIM using ALS data in 3D GIS.

4. Scan to BIM Mapping in 3D GIS
4.1. Mapping Process Survey

In this section, to confirm the scope of the study describing the Scan to BIM mapping
process, the existing work process is investigated through interviews with three experts
with more than seven years of experience in the related field. The experts who participated
in the interview carried out various projects for a long time at an aerial surveying company
and had experience scanning the entire city through an ALS device and developing LoD2
and LoD3 city models as a major company in the ALS field.

Scan to BIM mapping in 3D GIS proceeds with the steps of extracting the footprint
of the building using the vectorizing tool from the PCD obtained from ALS, modeling the
geometry, and mapping it on the GIS.

In more detail, ALS data are collected from aerial LiDAR and GPS. The data obtained
from each sensor is post-processed to match the acquired data based on a specific coordinate
system. Post-processing includes matching data from LIDAR, IMU, GPS, etc. to timestamp
units using expensive commercial tools and setting a reference coordinate system.

Matched PCDs are often not of sufficient capacity to be handled by a single computer.
Therefore, the PCD file is divided into tile units that can process data using a Global Mapper
tool that can process large amounts of data. These tile data files are stripped of unnecessary
parts (e.g., the surface) and converted to a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) using a tool such
as ESRI ArcGIS Geoprocessing.

The building footprint is extracted after the DTM is converted to a DEM raster model
with height information. The extracted footprint is expressed as an initial polygon set
composed of vertices at points where the curvature changes. Since this initial polygon set is
challenging to use in practice, it undergoes a normalization process such as simplification.

Then, the base and roof heights of each building are extracted from the DEM and
ground surface. Then, the 3D building geometry is modeled using Sketchup, Autodesk Re-
vit, etc. The modeled building geometry is mapped on the GIS according to the coordinate
system.

This whole process is not easy to achieve the desired result in the first place. Therefore,
each step is repeated until a product that satisfies the requirements is obtained.

Figure 2 and Table 1 show this process.
For reference, if the data registration process is performed from P1 to P3 in Table 1,

the entire PCD capacity can be terabytes or more. It is difficult to process this big data in
limited computer memory. P4 of Table 1 divides and stores large capacity PCD files into
blocks that can be operated on a computer considering user requirements or adjust the LoD
level of PCD to enable data processing.

The subject of this study is limited to stages P5–P12 related to SBMD.
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4.2. Use Cases Design Considering SBMD

A separate method to describe the process is needed for Scan to BIM mapping to
select or reuse an algorithm model according to user requirements. Most of the studies
and practical procedures investigated above repeat adjusting the PCD’s LoD using various
software to obtain the desired result and modifying the parameters to generate appropriate
DEM, footprints, and building geometries. If the SBMD language describing the Scan to
BIM mapping is provided to the user, they can reuse the pre-described process according
to the requirements, and the modified model can be partially used.

The use cases are designed in Figure 3 and Table 2 to derive the SBMD method
considering them.
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Table 1. The building mapping process description from the ALS dataset in 3D GIS.

No Stage Description

P1 Collect scan dataset using ALS Acquire scan data and GPS sensor data
using ALS.

P2 Post-processing for PCD Each sensor data is synchronized using a
timestamp and saved as a PCD file.

P3 Register PCD Using Ground Control Points (GCP), align
PCD files to a unified coordinate system.

P4 Divide PCD into Blocks

Divides PCD files into workable units called
block files. In the case of urban building
modeling, point clouds are usually divided
based on road networks so that modeling
objects are not divided.

P5 Convert PCD to DEM(Raster)
Convert PCD files to DEM raster files. In the
conversion process, a user specifies parameters
such as the resolution of raster pixels.

P6 Classify object types, such as building Classify buildings and terrain using DEM
and PCD.

P7 Extract Building Footprint Extract footprint from classified building data.

P8 Regulation (Simplification) Normalize footprint polygons.

P9 Extract Building Roof Height Extract the building roof height for each
footprint using DEM.

P10 Extract Building Ground Level Extract the building floor height for each
footprint using the ground surface.
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Table 1. Cont.

No Stage Description

P11 Create Building Geometry with height Generate 3D building geometry using the
extracted roof and floor height

P12 Mapping Building Geometries to GIS Mapping building geometries into GIS
coordinate systems.

P13 Quality Check

Check whether the quality of the previously
generated data meets the requirements. If the
data quality does not meet the requirements,
perform the relevant steps again. For example,
modify the parameters of the software tool
used in the stage, adjust the LoD of the
matched PCD, and repeat the steps.

P14 Delivery outputs Outputs such as PCD and SHP model files, and
reports are delivered to the user.
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Table 2. Use cases function of SBMD.

No Use Case Function

U1 Define SBMD project with input PCD file

Define the SBMD project. For example,
PCD input file path is specified in the
project file.

project = {SBMD, input, output} (1)
SBMD = SBMD file name
input = input file path
output = output file path

U2 Define the process stage in SBMD.

Defines the stage that composes Scan to
BIM mapping stage in the project. The
stage format is as follows.

SBMD = {stage*} (2)
stage = {model, parameters}
parameters = {name, value}*
* = multiple
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Table 2. Cont.

No Use Case Function

U1 Define SBMD project with input PCD file

Define the SBMD project. For example,
PCD input file path is specified in the
project file.

project = {SBMD, input, output} (1)
SBMD = SBMD file name
input = input file path
output = output file path

U2 Define the process stage in SBMD.

Defines the stage that composes Scan to
BIM mapping stage in the project. The
stage format is as follows.

SBMD = {stage*} (2)
stage = {model, parameters}
parameters = {name, value}*
* = multiple

5. SBMD Process Framework Design
5.1. Process Framework Architecture Design

Based on the previously defined Figure 3 and Table 2, the SBMD process framework
structure is defined using UML (Unified Modeling Language).

SBMD defines a process consisting of several stages. A stage consists of the algorithm
model to be used with the related parameters. A stage with a recursive structure receives
the result calculated in the previous stage as an input file, calculates it by the specified
model, and saves the result again as a file. The stage calls an external program module that
contains model calculation logic. In this way, each stage can be executed independently or
operated as a component of a connected process like Lego blocks.

Figure 4 shows the SBMD structure in UML.
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ScanToBIM_project
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+SBMD_file_path
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+Execute()

model_module

+program_path

+run_program()

n

Figure 4. Process framework architecture (UML. * = multiple).

The model parameters, input file path, and output file path at each stage are transferred
to the program of the connected model_module object when executed.

5.2. Algorithm Model Definition

This section defines the part corresponding to the stage model defined in Figure 4. To
generate the building geometry in the 3D GIS environment, the algorithm model for the
previously described steps U4-1 to U4-8 must be specified. The algorithm model for each
step is shown in Table 3.

In addition to the building density, conditions such as the point cloud density, DEM
resolution, and presence or absence of objects around the building may be required in
order to obtain the height information with accuracy when there are many changes in the
topography or around complex buildings. If there is no significant change in the height of
the site around the building and there are few objects, the method using the offset polygon
of the footprint can be used.
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Table 3. Algorithm models to generate BIM in 3D GIS.

No Use Case Algorithm Model

U4-1 Load PCD as LoD

Generate LoD with a point cloud density that meets the
requirements (e.g., number of points per square meter). To
generate LoD, PCD is divided into grids such as voxels, and
the points included in each grid are sampled. Sampling
strategies include random, average, and uniform
point-counting methods.

LoDmodel =
{

voxel, samplingstrategy

}
(3)

voxel = {grid *}
grid = {region, point *}
point = {x, y, z}
region = {point1, point2}
samplingstrategy = {random |average

∣∣∣ uni f orm
}

U4-2 Convert PCD to DEM

To convert from the PCD to DEM raster, the PCD is projected
on the x–y plane, and then, the z-value of each raster’s pixel is
expressed as a gray color value. To this end, after calculating
the z-average value of the points included in each pixel, it is
converted into a gray color. Therefore, the resolution (pixel
size in the PCD coordinate reference system) is defined to
generate pixel information.

DEM = {resolution, pixel *} (4)

pixel =
{

pixelposition, zcolor

}
pixelposition =

{
pixelx, pixely

}
Zcolor =

n
∑

i=0
zvalue i

n , n = count
(

pixelgrid.points
)

pixelgrid ={
pixelposition − resolution, pixelposition + resolution

}

U4-3 Classify building
footprint in DEM.

Classify the building footprint in DEM. Classification
methods may vary according to data characteristics. The
method used here specifies the z-value range of buildings,
assuming that the ground is somewhat flat, and converts
pixels with the same z-value into contour polygons. Polygons
with too-small areas, such as trees, are likely to be noisy so
they can be removed. The remaining polygons are reduced in
the number of vertices by a simplification algorithm. If the
ground is not flat, footprint segments can be extracted using a
convolutional neural network (CNN)-based deep learning
model and vectorized to convert them into polygons. For
classifications such as building and ground, no perfect
algorithm supports all data characteristics, so it is applied
according to the requirements.

classification =
{

classifyfootprint

}
(5)

classifyfootprint = {zcriteria}
zcriteria = {minvalue, maxvalue}
contours = generatecontours(DEM, classi f iation)

polygons = removecontours

(
controus, minpolygon.area

)
buildingfootprints = simpli f ication(polygons)
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Table 3. Cont.

No Use Case Algorithm Model

U4-4
Calculate the ground
level of the footprint
using DEM

There can be various ways to extract the ground level of the
footprint. Here, the ground level is defined as the minimum
ground z-values where the footprints polygon is offset. The
offset distance is entered considering the density of buildings.

groundlevel = minz

(
o f f set f ootprint.polygon

)
(6)

offsetfootprint.polygon =

o f f setpolygon

(
building f ootprint, distance

)

U4-5 Calculate building roof
height using DEM.

To calculate the building roof height, shrink the footprint’s
polygons with the offset distance. Then, the average z-value
of the pixel belonging to the polygon is calculated using DEM.

roofheight =

n
∑

i=0
zvalue(shrink f ootprint.polygon)

n (7)

n = countvertex

(
shrinkfootprint.polygon

)
shrinkfootprint.polygon =

o f f setpolygon

(
building f ootprint, distance

)

U4-6 Generate building
geometries

Generate 3D building geometry using the building footprint,
roof height, and ground level.

buildingsgeometry =

generategeometry

(
building f ootrpints, roo fheight,

groundlevel

)
(8)

U4-7 Generate BIM object
from geometries.

BIM files such as IFC can express object property information.
In this case, the building’s area, volume, and center position
are calculated as properties and connected to the properties of
the building geometry.

BIMobject = linkproperties
(
buildinggeometry, properties

)
(9)
properties = {area|volume

∣∣∣ centerposition

}

U4-8 Mapping outputs
to GIS

Map building Tiff, SHP, and IFC files created from the
information calculated in the previous step to GIS.

The function algorithm Algorithms 1 for calculating groundlevel by using the offset
polygon is defined as follows.

Algorithms 1: building footprint’s ground level calculation

for buidling f ootprint in buildingfootprints:

offsetfootprint.polygon = o f f setpolygon

(
buidling f ootprint, distance

)
groundlevel = 1e+10
for vertex in o f f set f ootprint.polygon:

zvalue = DEM.zvalue(vertex.x, vertex.y)
if groundlevel > zvalue:

groundlevel = zvalue

building f ootprint.level = groundlevel
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The offset polygon’s vertices are used as the basis for sampling the z-value to obtain
the groundlevel . Here, the groundlevel value around the building may vary according to the
offset distance. In a place where the height of terrain changes rapidly or in an environment
where buildings are dense, the difference in the groundlevel value may be considerable
depending on the offset distance. This study’s offset distance value was three to five times
the DEM resolution.

Figure 5 shows the process of calculating the groundlevel of a building.
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The roo fheight calculation algorithm is also almost similar to Algorithms 1; the differ-
ence is that, instead of the minimum z-value, the z-average value of the shrinking polygon’s
vertex is calculated. For reference, calculating these values may also vary, depending on
the user requirements.

6. Prototype Development and Performance Analysis
6.1. Prototype Development

Based on the previously defined SBMD, JSON-based Scan to BIM mapping Description
Language (SBDL) was developed. SBDL has the following simple syntax so that the
algorithm module parameters of the U4 use cases level can be defined as extensible.

“Scan to BIM mapping Description Language”: [
{
“type”: “[algorithm module name]”,
“[parameter]”: “[value]”,
. . .
},
. . .
]

The following is the project example file using SBDL to execute the Scan to BIM process
in 3D GIS with the SBMD tool developed by Python. In this example, the resolution for DEM
generation is 0.2, and the contour z-value for classifying the building in DEM is defined
as “extract_pixel_min_z_value” and “ex-tract_pixel_max_z_value”. The “simplify_factor”
parameter to simplify the footprint’s polygons is 10.0, and the “remove_area” parameter is
defined to remove small objects such as trees and vehicles.

The SBMD project file described using SBDL is interpreted by the SBDL parser, and the
objects and relationships based on UML defined in Figure 4 are automatically generated.
When the SBMD project file is executed along with the input/output folder, “[parameter]”
set is transmitted to the algorithm module specified in the “type” of each stage, the input
data is calculated, and the output files are saved in the output data folder.
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{
“Scan_to_BIM.process”: [
{
“type”: “pcd_to_dem”,
“resolution”: 0.2,
“classification”: “building”
},
{
“type”:”dem_to_geo”,
“extract_pixel_min_z_value”: 60,
“extract_pixel_max_z_value”: 200,
“simplify_factor”: 10.0,
“remove_area”: 20.0,
“output_dataset”: “dimension.csv”,
“output_pset”: “json”
},
{
“type”:”geo_to_bim_outdoor”,
“link_pset”: “link_propertyset.json”
}
]
}

The program call logic is implemented so that the algorithm logic module can be
called with the name specified in “type”. Figure 6 shows the SBMD execution sequence.
For the SBMD test, the scan data (Tuborg Havnepark, Denmark) registered using the ALS
tool was used. The scan data volume with a length of 566 m by 775 is 238.2 MB.
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In Figure 6, the SBMD in step 2 defined the following parameters for each step.
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1. PCD to DEM step: pixel resolution for DEM generation = 0.2.
2. DEM to Geometry step: minimum height for extracting buildings from DEM = 60,

maximum height for extracting buildings = 200, simplification factor = 10 [29], mini-
mum area for removing small objects other than buildings from DEM = 20, dimension
data output file including footprint polygon after geometry calculation = dimen-
sion.csv, and output property format = json.

3. Geometry to BIM step: link_pset = Define properties such as area and length to be
added when creating the IFC file.

As a result of running the SBMD Project, outputs such as SHP, GeoJSON, and IFC are
created, and a projection file containing the GIS coordinate system information of the LAS
input file for GIS mapping is generated, like below.

UNIT[“meter”, 1, AUTHORITY[“EPSG”, “9001”]],
AXIS[“Gravity-related height”, UP],
AUTHORITY[“EPSG”, “5799”]]]

6.2. Results Analysis

Through the SBMD method, even if the type and characteristics of the input dataset
are changed, only JSON, which is a text format, needs to be modified so that the process
can be easily reused and expanded.

For the developed SBMD test, an ALS LAS dataset, including 5,067,019 points, was
used. As a result of SBMD execution, all 178 buildings with attribute information included
in the scan data were automatically generated (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Building information list generated by SBMD.

The execution time for 3D building creation was 71 s (Intel i9, 32GB, GPU memory
8GB). The SBMD process saved the coordinate system information necessary for GIS
mapping, along with SHP, GeoJSON, and the IFC file during the Scan to BIM conversion,
so the result could be visualized in a GIS program such as QGIS in Figure 7.

For the analysis, a comparison between manual modeling using Revit and the SBMD
execution time was performed, as shown in Table 4. For the comparison, an engineer with
more than 7 years of experience in Scan to BIM engineering measured the BIM modeling
time using Autodesk Revit, and the SBMD method’s operation time with the generated
information was measured.

The indicators were defined as the Tm (manual work time), Ts (SBMD execution time),
Am (area by manual modeling), As (area generated by SBMD), Vm (inputted vertices by
manual), and Vs (vertices generated by SBMD).

As a result, 2.26% fewer polygon areas (Error) in the manual-generated footprint were
entered compared to the SBMD, 110.21% AoI (Amount of Information ratio) improved, and
the generation speed (SBPm) was 23.7 times higher (Table 5).
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Table 4. Performance analysis of the SBMD compared to manual work (unit = second).

Indicator Manual Modeling SBMD Execution Difference
(SBMD—Manual)

(a) Operation Time Tm, Ts 1896.13 (31.60) 80.00 (1.33) 1816.13 (30.27)

(b) Buildings footprint area
(m2) Am, As 66,014.45 64,524.50 −1490.95

(c) Vertex count Vm, Vs 333 367 34

Table 5. Error and information amount analysis of the SBMD compared with manual work.

Indicator 1st Factor 2nd Factor Difference
(SBMD—Manual)

(a) Error ((As − Am)/Am) −1490.95 66,014.45 −2.26%

(b) AoI (Amount of
Information ratio = Vs/Vm) 367 333 110.21%

(c) VTm (Vertex input Time,
Manual = Tm/Vm) 1896.13 333 5.69 times

(d) VTa (Vertex input Time,
Automatic = Ts/Vs) 80 367 0.22 times

(e) SBPm (Scan to BIM
productivity about manual
input = Tm/Ts)

1896.13 80.00 23.70 times

The manual operation times were compared according to the number of vertices in the
footprint polygons. As a result, it was confirmed that, as the number of polygon vertices to
be input increased, the variation in the working time increased (Figure 8). Figure 8 shows
that, the larger the scan data, the more the quality of footprint generation depends on the
modeler’s experience.
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The SBMD method can be automated by connecting the algorithm modules required
for footprint and BIM object generation, and it can deal with these problems more effectively
because it can adjust the exposed model parameters according to the characteristics of the
scanned dataset.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes the SBMD method in a 3D GIS environment. A case study based
on the prototype development demonstrates the effectiveness of the process approach, the
automatic generation of BIM on a 3D GIS platform, and reducing the manual efforts.

The proposed method can be automated by connecting the algorithm modules for
Scan to BIM in 3D GIS. The SBMD automatically creates DEM, SHP, GeoJSON, IFC, and
coordinate information from scan data and can effectively map building objects in a 3D
GIS environment. As a result of the SBMD performance analysis, the difference in the
area error of the input building footprint was 2.26% compared to the manually generated
footprint, and the amount of information was 110.21% higher, but the building information
generation speed performance was 23.7 times faster. The SBMD process can generate SHP,
GeoJSON, and IFC files with the coordinate system information necessary for GIS mapping,
which can be visualized in GIS programs such as QGIS and used in BIM programs such as
Autodesk Revit.

BIM–GIS digital transformation using SBMD can usefully support urban planning,
asset management, and digital twin-based simulation. In the future, research will be
conducted to classify building segments in terrains with large height differences and to
create LoD shapes with high accuracy based on deep learning.
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